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2023 - YEAR OF OPPORTUNITY

As we move forward in this transformational Decade of Action, we are

committed to helping our members find innovative strategies and

solutions for navigating the business challenges both now and in the

future.

The members of the GCBL are well-positioned to be the shapers of

the business and industry of the future through the guidance,

network, collaboration and camaraderie of the GCBL.



WHY WOULD WE SAVE TREES?

We need trees for a variety of reasons, not least of which is
that they absorb not only the carbon dioxide that we exhale,
but also the heat-trapping greenhouse gases that human
activities emit. As those gases enter the atmosphere, global
warming increases, a trend scientists now prefer to call
climate change. Tropical tree cover alone can provide 23
percent of the climate mitigation needed over the next
decade to meet goals set in the Paris Agreement in
2015, according to one estimate.

In terms of climate change, cutting trees both adds carbon
dioxide to the air and removes the ability to absorb existing
carbon dioxide. If tropical deforestation were a country,
according to the World Resources Institute, it would rank third
in carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions, behind China and
the United States of America.

THE ANSWER IS:

In order to protect the Planet, we need trees. At the Global
Chamber of Business Leaders, we are aware that there is no
science behind climate changes and there is only one planet
we all have. We need to save our one and only planet.

I t  i s  N o t  N a t u r e  

T h a t i s  H e r e  B e c a u s e  o f  U s ,  

W e  A r e  S t a n d i ng  H e r e

B e c au s e o f  N a t u r e .

We want green future!



THE GREATNESS UNIVERSITY LONDON

INDUCTED INTO THE WORLD BOOK OF GREATNESS The
The 5 Most Influential

Dear Business Leaders,

I am honored to have been entrusted with the position of Chairman of the Global Chamber of Business Leaders,
an outstanding organization that not only offers urgent solutions for recovery, resiliency, and better connectivity
in this transformational future, but also provides our distinguished members and partners with a solid network of
world-class connections, opportunities for collaboration, and mechanisms for business growth.

At the GCBL we are aware that after the period 2020-2022 that was fraught with uncertainty, disruption and
challenges, the year 2023 will be a year of opportunity. With each challenge, there is always opportunity. We will
continue to aim to empower our members to embrace the challenges and work together to be the change-
makers, leaders and architects of a new and definitely a better future.

Remember, alone we can do so little, but together we can always do so much.

Sincerely yours,

Dejan Štancer

E-contact:  HERE Where Chairman was published:  HERE

https://add-contact.link/1232242
https://www.gc-bl.org/media-news


Global Chamber of Business Leaders Promo Video 

P lay Video

WHAT IS THE GCBL

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders is a coalition of governmental

leaders, CEOs and executives, entrepreneurs, investors and business

and industry leaders who share a common vision: the sustainable well-

being and growth of business in a disruptive and ever-evolving global

economy.

Global Chamber of Business Leaders prioritizes activities that align with

the UN-declared Decade of Action, promoting the importance of the

inclusion of the Sustainable Development Goals in the business models

of the future, allowing our partners, members, and participants to

prepare their businesses to be vanguards of the future.

The GCBL fosters a vibrant and interconnected business community,

encouraging resiliency, growth and market expansion in a progressive

business environment where collaboration spurs growth; education

enhances ability and promotes opportunity; and advocacy influences

authority.

GOAL OF THE GCBL

In this Decade of Action, business leaders, governmental officials and

entrepreneurs from around the globe must come together in this global

marketplace to share knowledge, facilitate business collaboration and

opportunity, and work together to be a part of the global solution in this

new, disruptive business environment.

Recognizing that innovative business models and best practices must

unite with strategies of sustainability. It is our global mandate to govern,

develop policy, and grow our businesses in a manner that makes a

positive impact on the environment, society and our global economy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urOKOwAcBoE&t=2s&ab_channel=GlobalChamberofBusinessLeaders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEjTgEckx4w&ab_channel=GlobalChamberofBusinessLeaders


GCBL AMERICA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL SOUTH AMERICA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL EUROPE

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL AFRICA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL AUSTRALIA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL ASIA

HEADQUARTERS

CONTINENTAL HEADQUARTERS AND CHAPTERS

GCBL has continental offices on all continents of the world except

Antarctica and has over 160 national offices (Chapters).



GCBL AMERICA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL AFRICA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL EUROPE

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL SOUTH AMERICA 

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL AUSTRALIA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL ASIA

HEADQUARTERS

GCBL EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: 

GCBL, Zürich, Switzerland

GCBL MIDDLE EAST HEADQUARTERS: 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

GCBL ASIAN HEADQUARTERS: 

World Trade Centre, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

GCBL EURASIAN HEADQUARTERS: 

GCBL, Astana, Kazakhstan

GCBL COMMITTEES HEADQUARTERS:

Office of the President Emeritus of Malta, Floriana, Malta, EU

GCBL INDIAN HEADQUARTERS:

GCBL, Gurgaon, New Delhi, India

GCBL HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNOLOGY:

GCBL, Houston, Texas , USA

GCBL, Simetrija, Creative Solutions, Slovenia, EU 



MEET THE LEADERSHIP 

The administration and growth of the GCBL is under the

oversight and guidance of globally renowned business and

industry leaders, innovators and humanitarians.

Our Board of Trustees encompasses a broad cross-section of

experience from around the world, allowing the GCBL to be

the leading business chamber globally.

Find out more: www.gc-bl.org/leadership

BOARD OF DIRECTORS



MEET THE BOARD OF ADVISORS

The GCBL Board of Advisors is the body responsible for

providing the oversight, growth mandates and governance

of the Global Chamber of Business Leaders. Our Board of

Trustees encompasses a broad cross-section of esteemed

leaders of government and business and industry, across

all sectors, from around the globe.

The perspective, experience, knowledge and reputation of

our Board of Advisors enhances the GCBL’sreputation as

one of the leading business chambers in the world.

Find out more : www.gc-bl.org/board-of-advisors

BOARD OF ADVISORS



MEET THE GCBL COUNTRY DELEGATES

The growth, strategy and advocacy of the GCBL is influenced by the

diverse experience and perspective of the GCBL Delegates, representing

all industries and sectors from nations across 6-continents.

The GCBL Delegates are a conglomeration of globally distinguished

business and industry leaders, innovators and humanitarians bringing

their knowledge, diversity and viewpoints to the GCBL, encouraging the

development and acceleration of the organization. The GCBL Delegates

represent the viewpoints, suggestions, activities and impact of their

regional and national Chapters.

Find out more : www.gc-bl.org/delegates



GCBL YOUNG BUSINESS LEADERS PROGRAM

Our Young Business Leaders Program is designed for members

between the age of 18-35, offering a platform of collaboration, career

development, advocacy and leadership.

Our Young Business Leaders exchange ideas, share information,

support and encourage one another to help keep ALL members

achieving their career potential. Through our tight-knit, globally

engaged community, leadership opportunities, resources, and career-

focused programs, our young business leaders are truly shaping the

future.



T O G E T H E R  W E  A R E  S H A P I N G  T H E  F U T U R E

WORLD NEXT LEADERS

WORLD NEXT LEADERS

Due to the economic situation, which is expected to worsen,

more and more young people around the world will be

deprived of a successful academic or business career. Many

talents will remain undiscovered, and many professions and

skills will be forgotten, the poverty factor will increase...

At GCBL, we have a solution for that too. We offer young

people the opportunity to join the sub-program called "World

Next Leaders".

We present the best possible role models to young people,

such as successful global business leaders, the best of the best

in the world of business, celebrities from the world of film,

music, athletes...

The World Next Leaders program also involves the best

universities from different parts of the world, as well as other

institutions and organizations, including various NGOs, which

help in the greater inclusion of young people.

It only takes a little to become a World Future Leader!



YOUNG BUSINESS LEADERS WELCOME!

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders encourages younger

business leaders, executives and professionals at all stages of their

career growth to join us, contributing their knowledge and perspective

to all members. Through mentorship programs, we are committed to

leading the way to a sustainable, unified and innovative future.

Participate in our dedicated programs and committees designed

specifically for younger members. From sustainability and technology

to advocacy and education, we endeavor to provide unique and

singular value, which can only be found at the GCBL.

Find out more : www.gc-bl.org/yblp-delegates

Find out more : www.gc-bl.org/yblp



GCBL GLOBAL COMMITTEES:

SHARING OUR RICH EXPERIENCE

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders prioritizes value and impact to

our organization and members through focused committees in a myriad

of areas from technology and tourism to women’s and youth

empowerment.

We value our members for the diversity of their perspective, knowledge,

experience and global connectivity. The GCBL welcomes our members

to participate and contribute to our Committees, helping to shape the

global future of business for not only our members, but for our global

community.



The Tourism Committee prioritizes our global connectivity through travel and tourism, for both business and

pleasure. Bringing together industry thought leaders to strategize and innovate the future of the travel and

tourism industry, the Tourism Committee explores strategies for recover and resiliency, innovation and the

integration of sustainability into the tourism sector.

The task of the Committee for Food and Agriculture is to create broader solutions in the field of food security in

parts of the world where it is already threatened or could be threatened in the future due to various factors, or

where food shortages already exist.

The Restart Working Committee is an assembly of thought leaders concepting transformative strategies for

businesses to be able to pivot, diversify and incorporate models of sustainability and resiliency into the business

model of the future.

ARADHANA KHOWALA

Dr. MARIO D. HARDY

ILAINE HENZ

ROBERT W. CATS

ERIC E. BURNS

STUART C. PAGE

&

&

&



HAZEL HERRINGTON

NICOLE J. FARRELL

GRACIELA DE OTO

DIANA BARRAGAN MEDINA

JAKA GORNIK

ALVIN SOH

The Media & Public Relations Committee aims to promote the extraordinarily value and impact of the GCBL

through global PR and media campaigns. The campaigns are designed to expose the global business community

to the network, innovation and projects of the GCBL, encouraging membership, allowing us to have a greater

environmental and social impact around the world.

The Business and Professional Women’s Committee is committed to exploring the challenges of gender equity in

business, the creation and acceleration of opportunities for women, and serves as a platform for

empowerment. The Committee encourages membership from both men and women, recognizing that we all must

be a part of the dialogue of gender balance, together.

The Events & Summit Committee had been geared towards the mission of annual summit, and other events

around the globe, trade visit, CEO roundtable meeting, business forum and entrepreneurs live pitching. The

designated mission will significantly accelerate the community development towards scalability and sustainability

growth in aligned with globalization goals.

&

&

&



Dr. SALVATORE BUCOLO

IMAM HASSEN CHALGOUMI

The Cooperation, Peace and Solidarity Committee aims to promote the extraordinary value and impact of GCBL

through the global religions that influence public opinion in many parts of the world today. The main objective of

the committee's activities is to promote cooperation between business leaders around the world, as well as

between political and religious leaders. We want to encourage broad cooperation around the world, deepen

solidarity, and promote peace and prosperity in the world, as the basis of all cooperation.

For this purpose, the committee will also implement peace campaigns. The campaigns are designed to expose the

global business community to GCBL's network, innovations and projects, and to promote membership, enabling us

to have a greater impact on the environment and society around the world in promoting and achieving the

Committee's goals.

Representatives of all religions are involved in the work of the committee, but Catholics, Muslims and Jews are

most strongly represented. The committee is co-chaired by Dr. Salvatore Buscolo, who is otherwise appointed to

the position of Senior Advisor for cooperation with the Vatican, and Imam Hassen Chalgoumi, otherwise also the

president of the Conference of Imams of France.

&



NEWLY  FOUNDED

MORE COMING SOON… C L I M A T E
C H A N G E
C O M M I T T E E

GLOB AL C HAM B ER  OF  B US INES S  LEADER S

CLIMATE CHANGE COMMITTEE

Climate change refers to long-term shifts in temperatures and

weather patterns. These shifts may be natural, such as through

variations in the solar cycle. But since the 1800s, human activities

have been the main driver of climate change, primarily due to

burning fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas.

The Committee on Climate Change was formed in response to

the increasingly threatening consequences of climate change.

The committee has the task of monitoring global events related to

this urgent topic and, together with experts and the interested

public, also addresses problems and offers solutions.



We were featured in:

MEDIA ABOUT THE GCBL

We have been featured in some of the world’s largest and most

renowned media outlets.

Further, we help our members promote their press-worthy news by

promoting their news across our channels and helping to accelerate

the reach of their press releases.

Find out more: www.gc-bl.org/media-news

http://www.gc-bl.org/media-news


THE GLOBAL TIMES, TRULY A GLOBAL MEDIA

In GCBL, for our own marketing promotion, for informing the public and our esteemed members, and for strategic communication, we

established our own media, which became very successful right away.

The Global Times is a monthly magazine with high added value, and with many readers in over 186 countries of the world. The

contributions we publish come from just as many countries, and at the same time, our highly educated and experienced eexecutives

ensure that we bring only top-quality information.



In addition to all useful information and 

news concerning the Global Chamber of 

Business Leaders, we now also offer you 

blogs that are well read and even better 

rated by readers, true bestsellers, 

exclusively on Global Times, we could say.

In addition to renowned authors, we also 

offer you unique content that you cannot 

find anywhere else. We write about 

business ideas, about networking, about the 

importance of networking, as well as about 

finances, and about current events in the 

geopolitical field.

Quality bloggers, smart, knowledgeable, 

experienced are always welcome to join 

GCBL authors. Welcome bloggers!

Welcome to one and only the Global Times!

BESTSELLER BLOGS – IN GLOBAL TIMES ONLY



Linkedin, Facebook, YouTube, or 

Instagram are just some of the channels 

through which you can also contact GCBL, 

and you are always welcome on our 

website: www.gc-bl.org

You will want to mark us in your post on 

social networks, so you can use the 

hashtag #GCBL

We look forward to meeting you in the 

virtual world as well.

GCBL ON INTERNET AND SOCIAL MEDIA

At the Global Chamber of Business Leaders, we

focus on visibility and interaction with our members

and followers, so we are present on most social

media, where you can find us under the official name

"The Global Chamber of Business Leaders".

Global Chamber of Business Leaders

Global Chamber of Business Leaders

Global Chamber of Business Leaders

https://www.facebook.com/dejan.stancer
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq_zZ_fUQyWL9v6ttTar7Dw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dejan-%C5%A1tancer-b3b10b51/




T O G E T H E R  W E  A R E  S H A P I N G  T H E  F U T U R E

P l a y  V i d e o
The Chairman's Award is the highest recognition given to an individual active executive of the Global Chamber of Business Leaders.

The award is given annually by the Chairman of the Global Chamber of Business Leaders in his capacity as the institution's highest

authority. The Chairman's Award is a pan-institutional and global award, so it is irrelevant what function the awardee holds in the

institution, as well as the area of appointment of the awardee.

www. gc - b l . or g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5X9WLut3hs&t=39s


Syd n e y  2 8  M a r c h  2 0 2 3  

(Grand Ballroom, ICC Sydney)

The Future of Leadership

President Barack Obama’s path to success is unlike any other.

As a global leader, pioneer and 44th president of the United States, his

journeyis one of resilience, perseverance and triumph, the result of

exceptional determination and true tenacity.

In times of great challenge and change, President Obama’s leadership

ushered in a stronger economy, a more equal society, a nation more 

secureat home and more respected around the world.

Drawing on the themes that shaped his presidency, President Obama

will share his thoughts on the challenges we’re facing around the world, his

vision for the future of leadership and explore the role we can all play in

fostering leadersat a time when the world, and business need it most.

“I’m asking you to believe. Not in my ability to create change

— but in yours.”President Obama, January 2017



2 6 - 3 0  A P R I L  2 0 2 3

S A V E  T H E  D A T E

World Tourism Business

C O N F E R E N C E



T O G E T H E R  W E  A R E  S H A P I N G  T H E  F U T U R E



S A V E  T H E  D A T E





At GCBL, we believe in global economic connectivity as the foundation for 
the development of global prosperity, which should be the goal of all of us. 

For the first time in history, we are preparing large global business 
delegations with the aim of networking, new investments, exchange of 

ideas and experiences, etc.

T O G E T H E R  W E  A R E  S H A P I N G  T H E  F U T U R E !

www.gc-bl .org

BUSINESS DELEGAT IONS

Organized For The 1 s t time in the history of the modern economy

by:

GLOBAL  CHAMBER  OF  BU S INESS  L EADERS
- Copyright -



MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:

✓ Opportunities for professional networking, market expansion, 

knowledge-sharing, mentoring and friendship

✓ Business advocacy on behalf of members, addressing important 

issues impacting the future of governance, resiliency, commerce 

and industry, such as economic development, trade, public 

policy, and the inclusion of sustainability

✓ Committees and working groups for shared knowledge, 

innovation and strategy-building, as well as social and 

environmental initiatives of impact

✓ Access to a sophisticated members-only web portal:

Virtual incubator for entrepreneurs

Access to consulting, PR and business services provided 

at a discount to members, by members

Coaching videos covering a wide array of business topics 

and interviews with business doyens

Social interaction platform that marries LinkedIn with 

Instagram

Searchable members database for connection and 

collaboration

Company catalog for member business/company ads

Global events calendar

E-commerce shop for members to showcase and market 

their products, goods and services

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders welcomes members from

all industries and sectors from across the world, in an organization

of unity, networking, collaboration and growth. We welcome

individual’s business and professional members, as well as

organizations, companies, corporations and foundations.

We welcome individuals and companies to join the premier global

network of businesses and professionals, clearly demonstrating

that the world is now our global marketplace.



ADVISING LEADERSHIPS

Global Chamber of Business Leaders has teams of the greatest global

experts from various fields of economics and politics who are always ready

to take on the role of advisers when it comes to the transformation of

societies, social progress, economic breakthrough, and people's well-being.

We can offer exceptional expertise, immense years of experience, contacts,

and networks, in short, what both countries and companies need to succeed

in breaking through among the best and most successful in the world.

BUSINESS ADVOCACY

Global Chamber of Business Leaders is a voice for the global business

community, addressing important issues impacting the future of

governance, resiliency, commerce and industry, such as economic

development, trade, public policy, and the inclusion of sustainability. GCBL

hosts a global legislative forum with government officials, legislators and

policy makers, to address the concerns and challenges faced by businesses,

as we move forward in this Decade of Action.



NETWORKING

We provide our members with access to a global network of

businesses, professionals, enterprises, foundations, family offices and

investors, promoting bilateral and multilateral relations.

VISIBILITY AND EXPOSURE

GCBL promotes your business, enterprise or organization worldwide

through our online business directory, consistently generating

10,000+ engagements per month. Showcase your products or

services to a global audience, truly making the world your

marketplace. Members will receive a free link that can be added to

your website, designating your business as a global business-of-the-

future.

CONSULTING, PR, AND BUSINESS SERVICES

Offered through our strategic partner, we provide our members with

access to premier consulting services, PR and business services, such

as business development facilitation, breakthrough business models,

business and project plans, 2030 strategies, brand management, public

relations and marketing, crisis and emergency preparedness plans,

creation of annual reports, stakeholder engagement plans and more.

REFERRALS

GCBL has become a trusted source for referrals, receiving inquiries

from diplomats, government officials, businesses and individuals

seeking introductions and referrals for an array of products and

services. We are proud to offer our members the opportunity to expand

their market access through our dedicated platform of referrals.



NW

COMMITTEE CONNECTIONS & WORKING GROUPS

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders offer our clients the value of

shared knowledge through our various committees and working

groups. Our members have the opportunity to serve on these targeted

committees, or glean knowledge, advice or perspective through

participation in a themed working group. The GCBL committees and

working groups host panels and workshops at each of the GCBL events,

allowing participants to interact in a more targeted and focused setting.

EVENTS

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders hosts an annual summit,

awards and gals, uniting our members from around the globe. We

feature world-class speakers and industry leaders, plenary discussion,

panels, workshops and information sessions.



C  R O W N  M E M B E R S H I P

N O W  A V A I L A B L E

M E M B E R S H I P  P A C K A G E S :

G O L D E N M E M B E R S H I P

P L A T I N U M M E M B E R S H I P

G C B L M E M B E R S H I P

S I L V E R M E M B E R S H I P

Attend our top global business events on all continents and expand your

business network with companies, individuals, and organizations. Get

access to the exclusive services of Global Chamber of Business Leaders,

which we provide only to our members.

Our global business community unites thousands of companies and has

over 50,000 active and outstanding individuals - business leaders.

The Global Chamber of Business Leaders is probably the most active

global business community, for which we have already received

numerous awards and recognitions.

The membership of the Global Chamber of Business Laeders is based on

companies that generate more than 100 billion euros in revenue per year.

Our members are companies from all over the world, international

companies that realize how important it is to do business globally today

and that all the challenges that arise can only be overcome with the help

of experts.

We are proud that all these renowned companies trust us and create a

better business environment together with us. Join us and together we

will shape the future

CONTACT US TODAY: MEMBERS@GC-BL.ORG, OR GET THE APPLICATION FORM HERE

mailto:MEMBERS@GC-BL.ORG
https://www.gc-bl.org/membership


„In The Middle Of Difficulty

Lies Opportunity“

„Victory comes from finding 

opportunities in problems“

„Excuses will always be there for you. 

Opportunities won‘t“

„Don‘t wait for the right opportunity:

create it“

„Your big opportunity may 

be right where are you now “

CONTACT US TODAY: MEMBERS@GC-BL.ORG



T O G E T H E R  W E  A R E  S H A P I N G  T H E  F U T U R E

Opportunities don‘t happen, 

you create them.“
- Chris Grosser

All materials used in this brochure are the property of the Global Chamber of Business Leaders. Any

copying, distribution, or use of the materials constitutes copyright infringement and will be prosecuted.
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